ORTON-GILLINGHAM TEACHER TRAINING
WITH OG FELLOW BETH MOORE
July 9 – July 20, 2018

The Chandler School

(M-F 8:30 -4:00)

2900 Augusta Street
Greenville, SC 29605
864-991-8443

Course Description – Orton-Gillingham I, the Associate Level, is a 60-hour course which will be offered to
teachers, administrators, speech and language pathologists, parents, and others who would like to learn
more about the structure of our language using multi-sensory techniques in order to help students of all
ages learn to read, write, and spell. Orton-Gillingham is an approach developed in the 1930’s by Dr.
Samuel Orton and Anna Gillingham, which has been successful in remediating students who have
difficulty reading, writing, and spelling, especially our dyslexic students. Understanding its principles and
techniques will teach attendees how to best instruct their students in all the elements of our language,
which include phonological awareness, sound/symbol, syllables, syllable division, vocabulary, fluency,
comprehension, as well as basic written expression. Learning how to use writing in a kinesthetic way will
reinforce all learning and ultimately enhance memory. Take home many teaching materials to use with
your students. This course also comes with three graduate credit hours for those seeking certification
requirements. Beth Moore, MEd, Fellow, Academy of Orton-Gillingham Practitioners and Educators
With over thirty-five years of experience as an educator and a Fellow in the Academy of OrtonGillingham Practitioners and Educators, Beth has trained teachers through Orton-Gillingham courses at
schools, colleges, universities in the United States as well as internationally. She has presented
numerous times at the International Dyslexia Association Conferences and the Academy of OrtonGillingham Practitioners and Educators Conferences. Additionally, she authored the book Reading
Readiness, A Visual, Auditory, and Kinesthetic Approach. Beth currently works privately to evaluate and
remediate children, and offers advocacy help to parents seeking services from their school systems.
Beth has developed a specialty in handwriting, its developmental stages, fine motor issues, and the
critical role it plays in reinforcing reading and spelling.
Cost $1,000.00 (includes text, notebook) *$250.00 non-refundable deposit made payable to The
Chandler School to hold a place in the class. Remaining balance due by June 1, 2018. There is an
additional fee of $195 for those desiring 3 graduate credit hours. This money is due the first day of class.

Contact Anne Fulmer at anne@thechandlerschool.org with any questions.

